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Sex-Specific Aspects of Clock
Resetting Exist in Mice

In cages with running wheels, 10 female and 10 male mice were held for 3 weeks in 12 hours of 
light/12 hours of dim light to entrain each individual’s clock to a common rhythm. Entrainment was 
determined based on when the mice began running each night (onset of activity).

We compared several animal responses to a transition to constant darkness in the middle of the 
subjective day (ZT 6), when mice best phase-shift. This may not be reflective of what happens at all 

When Do Mice Best Reset Their Clock?
In cages with running wheels, male mice were held for 3 weeks in 12 hours of light/12 
hours of dim light  to entrain each individual’s clock to a common rhythm. Entrainment  
was determined  by when the mice began running each night (onset of activity).

We observed clock resetting (phase shifting)  in response to light-to-dark transitions at 
different time points (phases) of the circadian cycle in mice.

phases.

Results: Males were found to phase shift significantly greater than females, and females 
typically had a delayed onset of activity rather than an early onset as males had.

Phase shifting  data during different phases were used to generate a phase response 
curve as shown below.

These results are currently used in our pilot studies on nonphotic clock resetting in mice. 
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pulse, respectively.

Results: Mice showed large phase shifts during the middle of the 
subjective day, with the greatest phase shifts observed at Zeitgeber Time 
(ZT) 6. No significant phase shifting occurred in response to light-to-dark 
transitions during the subjective night. This was expected since other 
organisms, such as hamsters, also do not significantly reset their clock 
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in response to light-to-dark transitions during the subjective night.


